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NEW QUESTION: 1
You set the Reportable option of a custom field to true in the
Column Designer. In which reports does this field appear?
There are 3 correct answers.
Response:
A. Executive review
B. Ad hoc
C. Standard YouCalc widget
D. Aggregate export
E. Rollup
Answer: A,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is based on statistical data and are large groups of
similar risks can be classified by a few and easily
identifiable characteristics and result in standard rates?
A. Item rating
B. Numerical rating
C. Premium rating
D. Manual rating
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer:

Explanation:
Explanation
Extended = ACL type that should be placed closest to the
traffic source Standard = ACL numbered from 1300 through 1999
Time-based = ACL that applied to traffic only during
specifically defined periods Reflexive= ACL that must be
defined with a named ACL Dynamic = ACL that use Telnet for
Authentication
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/security/ios-firewal
l/23602-confaccesslists.html#timebasedtimerang

NEW QUESTION: 4
Refer to the exhibit.
On which of the interfaces can VLANs be configured or modified
within this Cisco UCS domain?
A. A and F only. No other ports may have their VLAN
configurations modified manually.
B. F only. VLANs are only modified in the service profile.
C. VLANs can be configured or modified on all ports.
D. A, D, E, and F, Ports B and C are automatically configured
by the fabric interconnect.
E. A, E, and F, Ports B, C, and D are automatically configured
by the fabric interconnect.
F. A only. VLANs are configured on uplinks and are
automatically available on any other port with no configuration
necessary.
Answer: A
Explanation:
VLANs can be configured or modified within this cisco UCS
domain through A and F only. No other ports may have their VLAN
configurations modified manually. Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/unified_computing/ucs/sw/g
ui/config/guide/22/b_UCSM_GUI_Configuration_Guide_2_2/b_UCSM_GU
I_Configuration_Guide_2_2_chapter_01 0001.html
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